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Only Paraclipse offers such variegr; four distinctly different series:
the Truss-Ribbed Classic.
the Courier Deliverable ECliPse,
the Stretch Formed Hydro,
the Commercial Patriot.

Every Paraclipse model sets the
industry standard in its class, worldwide.

Paraclipse Inc.
227 | 29th Avenue East, Columbus,
Telephone: (402) 563-3625
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Fax: (402) 564-2109



COOP'S COMMENT
How do you determine that a particular

home, one home, located anyplace in
Australia is unable to receive "adequate"

off-air television from the ABC, SBS, 7, 9
and 1O networks?

When an entire community or region is
deemed "inadequately served" the A.B.A.
routinely glants a retransmission licence
authorising a new TV transmitter. In theory,
one home could be granted a licence to
construct a TV transmitter as well but the
economics argue against it. Last month on
this page I suggested that by the essence of

March 15, 1999

a December ruling, the A.B.A. was saying that individual homes could be allowed to
receive a replacement for ailing terrestrial service through the Aurora project. Out west,
GWN and wlN now provide combined programmingi from the national 7, 9 and 1o
networks while in centlal and east, lmparja and Seven Central offer the same service.
Yes, it would be better if satellite viewers had 3 satellite services - one each for 7, 9 and
10 so that 9 and 10 programmes do not have to be "cherry picked" (thus leaving a
poftion of both 9 and 1O schedules off satellitel. And perhaps, in time, that will happen.

The A.B.A. however is having a difficult time deciding how they should "licence"

individual homes. My suggestion is that they don't bother. Let's look at the economics
here.

A home says it cannot receive 7, 9 and 1O from local or regional TV transmitters. lt
also says it is willing to invest $1,500 or more to instail an 80cm dish, LNB, UEC or
Panasonic IRD and accessories, What it wants fiom the A.B.A. is "permission" to do so.
Why permission? Because the home is located inside of a terrestrial broadcaster's"predicted service contour." The PSC is the circle drawn around a TV transmitter and the
size of the circle is determined by formulae that consider the height of the transmitting

- antenna above average terrain, the power of the transmitter, and the terrestrial operating
frequency. What the formula ignores - in some cases totally - is the negative effects of
terrain. The formula assumes that fiom the TV transmitting mast there is "radio line of
sight" to every point inside of the circle. Radio line of sight is visual line of sight (how far
you can see) plus 1/3rd more. lf you could "see" 37.60 miles from the top of a TV mast,
the radio line of sight is 5O miles. lf 30 miles out a hill protrudes 600 feet above average
terrain, visual (and radiol line of sight is lost. Anyone living behind that hill gets no
reception, or very poor reception {see detailed explanation, p. 2O here}.

The A.B.A. wants to protect the tidy little paper models of predicted coverage zones,
does not want to admit their models are not entirely correct and sees "individual licences
for satellite reception" a deep pit with no bottom. The answer is no licence. lf a home
owner could install a 50 foot mast and spend $4O0 on a top grade aerial and masthead
amplifier to achieve acceptable terrestrial reception, why in the world would he elect to
spend $1,500 or more to install a satellite system for essentially the same reception
service? lt makes no sense. Anyone who says they don't have acceptable TV, and is
willing to put $1,5OO where their mouth is to get good TV should be allowed to do so. I
can see no reason in this scenario for the A.B.A. to inject its bureaucracy subjecting
people to endless paperwork and months of delay to process paperwork which is not
justified in the first place.

NSW distributor Euan Moffitt agrees with us, but thinks we have to "play the A.B.A.
game" at least initially. How he proposes to do this, and why you as a dealer need to get
behind his efforts is spelled out on page 32 here.

In Volume 5 o Number 55
The BSkyB Digibox - why you don't want one -p. 6

Hyundai HSS-700 is latest from Korea -p. l0
Getting the Bugs Out of Your Dish Installation -p. l4

Deoartments
Programmer/Programming Update -p.2; Hardware/Equipment Update -p. 4;

SPACE Notes (Testing for "adequate" terrestrial reception) -p. 2O; Cable Connection
(lRD power supplies) - p. 22; SaIFACTS Digital Watch -p. 24;

supplemental Digital Data -p. 26; SaIFACTS Analogue watch -p. 27; with rhe observers -o. 29;
At Sign-Off (Beware the A.B.A.) -p. 32

.ON THE COVER.
Surprise. l t  is 1999 and the well  equipped hol iday camper now carries along a portable

satellite system to attach to the nearest support "post." (photo by steve Jepson)
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Memory Loss
"l do not know where you got the idea the UEC

642 loses its'last channel viewed' or 'last channel
stored' memory. When the mains power is cut. on
repowering the unit will return t0 the last channel
(either radio or TV) directly alter it loads the fillT.
lf it loses power when in standby, it returns t0
srandby and on lull powel'up returns t0 the
channel it was placed in standby on. This memorY
seems to be virtually indefinite-a friend left his
unit olf for one week and on power'up. it came
hack on lmparja which is where he lelt it."

l. Fisher. NSW
We received several notes about this. The test unit

we received last May would return to the first (#1)

channel loaded under two conditions' when the powet
was cut l0 the unit, or, if the satellite signal

disappeared (rain fade) and then came back. We can
appreciate this problem has been solved with later

units.
Unhappy with NBC

"The audio from the NBG shows-such as Jay
Leno, Gonan 0'Brien, on CNBC is a disgrace to
NBC. lt seems that virtually every NBC (USAI

network proglamme carried by CNBG or on
National Geographic Asia has audio problems. You
turn up the volume for the Today Show, only to be
driven out ol the house when they break for a
promo for National Geographic. ls the Singapore
engineering for NBC sloppy or iust don't care? Are
they trying to tell viewers they are not really
interested in carrying programming from NBC and
this is their way ol showing it? About the only
NBG show they seem to get right (with volume
levels that match the programmes around it and
the promos inside the showl is the NBC Nightly
News (on National Geographic) and Meet the Press
on GilBC. And while I am complaining, has anyone
else noticed how bad the colour balance is on the

BBC service on PAS-2'Galifornia Bouquet. Yes, I

appreciate they put it back there since the
374311407Vt frequency was intolerable. But ' in
the process, there ale saturated brown and red
laces. I look at it and leel 'Yuk!'."

Francis Kosmalski, Auckland, NZ
We are happy to pass your observations along' and can

assure you the "right" people at NBC will read this.
Happy camper

"What a great publication. I subscribed two

weeks ago, received it within 48 hours, and now

can't wait until the next issue comes out. I
installed my own 2.6m dish on Austtalia Day and

since lhan have been having a great time

discovering the wonderlul world of satellites"'
Spero Davias, NSW

Sometimes we are not great, merely good.

UPDATE
I nnnncH 1s, 199e I

CMT (Country Music Television) will finally encrypt (PowerVu) around 1 July. The
service has been FTA since it opened up 0n PAS-2 as the first teal cable service 0n
board. You 0r youl clients using the service willneed aDg223 (oh'the loy at
Scientific Atlanta!), and subscription. Help with the later from Southstar Media in
New Zealand at 64-9-426-0481, fax 426-0581 0r Email s0uthstar@v0yage;.co.nz '

May not be a dead issue. Back when Aussat B'MAC service was tirst being
established, Network 7 Sydney t00k up the RABS license for NSW (the same license
GWN, WlN, lmparja and TALI000 hold today). Alas, for whatever reason it did not go

ahead with the permit, never created a service, and iS now in the process of servicing
Seven Central (000ITAL)and Seven "West" (WlN). This placed the RABS rural
viewers in NSW at a distinct disadvantage - being out of the TALl000 "North'eastern

footprint", forced to install magnetic (or mechanical) polarisers (later dual polarity

LNBs) and larger dishes t0 receive TAL. Now there are reports Seven may be
reactivating their "Seven Southeast" plan with the advent of digital technology and
the national footprint of the Aurora coverage.

European bouquet. lt might be advisable to reload it, now, unless ygu have done so
since February 24. While the 5 video channels remain essentially unchanged, the
radiolaudio channels have converted from dual'channel m0n0 (aka stereo a{ter a
fashion) to single channel m0n0. Well, most 0f them have. lf you load now, it will say
as follows: (1) DW-TV with stereo audio, (2) MCM with dual'mono audio, (3) RAI
lnternational with audio that is sometimes dual-mgn6 and s6metimes stereg, (4) TVE
with dual.mono audio, (51 TVb Asia with audio that is either dual'mono 0r stereo
depending upon sgurce.0n the radio side, (6)(l l is DW1 in stereo, (7)(2)is DW2 in

m0n0, (8) (3) DW 4 is mono ' new services starts March 28, (9) (4) is DW 5 mono '

new service starts March 28, (10) (5) DW 6 mono, (11) (6) DW I mono, (12) {7} 0W I

m0n0, (13)(8)YLE m0n0, (14)(9)WRN-World Radio Network dualchannelmono, (15)

(10) REE m0n0, {16) (11) RFI-1 Actualite Internationale m0n0, (17) (12) RFI'2 Asian

Languages m0n0, (1 8) (1 3) RFI Music joint steleo, (1 9) (141 RNW m0n0 , (20) (1 5) RAI

Radio lnternational mono, (21 ) (1 6) RGI Radio Mono and l22l l17l SRI Asia mono.

Confused? Heinz.G Planka, Head of Distribution Asia/Australia at (tel) + +49'221'389
-32 1 1 ll 3, 1 4/1 5 or (f ax) + + 49'221'389'3270 or Email kritsch@dwelle.de.

SA ECM? Those tuning in the PAS.8 version of California Bouquet t394011210,
Msym 26.686, FEC 7l8l in addition t0 having to deal with FEC affecting threshold
have a new prgblem. Despite g00d BER numbers and reasgnable signals, the video
gges intg pixels withgut warning. Flashes and goes 0n, as if something was cgrrupting
the data stream which 09223 cannot deal with. ls SA testing a new updated versi0n

of PowerVu here which older 9223 lRDs are having trouble with? What are ygur

observations (use EWTN t0 make ygur gwn tests, bgth 9223s and other lRBs).

AustarlFoxtel card piracy. SatFACTS has finally located and talked with creatgrs

of lrdeto piracy cards in Europe. We asked ' 'Are you presently selling cards capable 0f

AuStarlFoxtel?' Answer - "rVo." And 'Do you plan t0 d0 s0?' Answer: " llVe do nnt -" 0K
. 'Why won't ygu gffer these cards?' Answer: "ECM. We hack all of our card prnducts

with instant up to 48 hour replacenent when or if the pr1grannet nakes changes in

the data strean invalidating exbting cards. We nust he able to nonitor the

tnnsnissions a//AustarlFoxtell seruices t0 prntect userc from ECM attacks ' and

cann1t d0 this fron /Eulopel. For the sane rcas1n, we have n1t 1ffered cards for

Thaitand either." Which makes us ask the questign - will Austar 0r Fgxtel guarantee

to fix yout system if it breaks 'within 48 hours?



SHn-dia SKANDIA
Specialist in Test Equipment for
. Cable . Satellite . T.V.

consider our ST-350 for your next proiect

To test the operation of a satellite TV receiver, you only have to connect it to the ST-350, to select "Rx" mode and
tune to 1385 MHz. By using a standard TV set you can verify that the test signal, consisting of two black bars and
white bar in the centre, appears on the screen. Simultaneously, the ST-350 generates a sound carrier at7.O2MHz
that enables to check the audio function.lt is usual that receivers are provided with switching signals for the LNB.
Two LEDs on the ST-350 indicate whether the supply voltage is 18 V or 13 V. The presence of a 22kHz switching
signal makes the LEDs to blink.

One of the outstanding features of the ST-350 is that it can evaluate most LNB circuits within a LNB. Through a
plastic protector located on the front of the instrument, the ST-350 radiates signals in the satellite downlink
microwave frequency. By positioning the LNB in the radiating zone, three black bars and four white bars will appear
on the TV screen. With this aim, the receiver has to be tuned at the frequency showed in the rear of the ST-350,
which depends on the LNB being used.

It is usual to find LNBs in which one polarization fails.
With the ST-350 both polarizations can be checked immediately.

Web Site www.skandia.com.au
Email skandia@ skandia.net;ou

COMMUNICATIONS PTY. LTD.
83 Burwood Road, Hawthorn Victoria 3122

: (03) 9819 2466 Fax: (03) 9819 4281



Cheeky bloke
"A customer of mine purchased a top of the line

IBD from a distributor and could not make it
function. I took a look and immediately noticed one
back corner was caved in - the metal was severely
bent, indicating the receiver had been dropped '

hard. The shipping carton revealed no such damage
suggesting the lR0 had been dtopped ex'the
shipping carton, placed inside and shipped. The
damage was significant - | found numerous power
supply traces that were hrokea. When I got it
lunctional and snapped some photos ol the damage
(including the caved in rear corner), the customel
went back to the distributon His only response
was to ofler'$100 off 'or take the unit back to be
replaced with a totally diflerent brand and model.
My customer wanted this brand, this model because
ol the excellent review in SaIFACTS. ls there
something l ike the TV show'Fair Go'where we can
take complaints?"

Stu Mcleod, Napier, NZ
Send along the photos and we will consider publishing
' them. lf the carton shows no sign of having been
dropped (with the lR0 inside) and the distributor was

willing to knock $100 off, this sounds like an admission
of guilt for something.

Coments about 0r Overllow
"My Nokia 92005 was imported lrom England

with a version C GAM. The unit works without any
problems on both Foxtel and Austar satellite with
version 2.0 FTA soltware which I have recently
updated t0 2.3. I tried several versions of CAMs; an
early version did hang up a couple of t imes and did
not like rapid channel changing (as SaIFAGIS
previously reported). Wilh the stock Nokia
software, the Foxtel channels plogram information
at the hottom ol the screen is gone. With Dr
0verllow software, the banner displays correctly.
ln my opinion, Dr 0verflow's DVB98 and DVB2000
are very sophisticated software. And it is certainly
not for the novice user. lt is complex. cumbersome
at times to set up and use. Having said that' it
certainly leads by a long way any other 3rd party
soflware I have used."

A. laparc, Western Austtalia
Dr 0verflow software has been going through some
marketing adjustments. Apparently the creato(s)
decided to stop giving it away and tried t0 set up a
distribution plan including appointing an Australian

distributor. Contributor Robin Colquhoun has nolhing but
praise for the efforls t0 date with this highly

sophisticated software that can be downloaded into
most Nokia models. But as you suggest and Rohin would

agree we believe. it is nol for everyone and novices
should be aware.

BBC back on California Bouquet
"BBC World is back on the 3901 MHr,

transponder 8G, through at least mid'April. We are
dual illuminated on PAS'2 until PanAm$at can
provide us with a replacement horizontally
polarised channel. fhe vertical channel (3743' Ir
lG) has not been suitable, especially into lllew
Zealand."

Tony Troughton, Chief Engineer, BBC World
Strangely, Hong Kong and Asian readers lound no

problem with the 1 C service channel. But down here, it
has been a disaster!

UPDATE

@
launches. AsiaSat 35 scheduled around midnight March 18, heading (we all hope

and pray)to 105.5E. No word yet 0n whether it willtest at that location or another
gne. 0ri0n 3 . will not launch March 28 as previously announced. No explanation, iust
a reschedul ing date of  Apr i l6  (or )May 1. l t  is  heading for  139E'wi l lhave 3.4 '3 .6
expanded C-band Vt and Hz plus Ku band (40 dBw or better) for Australia, NZ and
Pacific. You didn't read this here of course'Ku band may wellbe home to a new 3+
channel pay-Tv DTH service. lf we told you any more, we've had to shoot you and
someone would shoot us.

172E-lust a tad east 0f PAS'2. Columbia Communications has received (US)FCC

approval t0 build and operate a dual-band $ + Ku bird here. lt says "Australia, NZ and
0ceania" in their literature. N0 launch schedule yet (which says 2+ years out)'

PAS.$. There is a stgry making the rounds that when the satellite was preparing t0
launch, a final check of the satellite through a test iig revealed a fault in the Ku
section. To correct the faulty test reading, someone elected t0 replace a module
inside the satellite 0n the spot in Russia (it was launched by Proton). This last minute
cgrrectign was dgne under plessure of an impending launch ' the stgry goes ' and the
technician from Loral (the firm that built the satellite) had to unplug two antenna run
cables t0 change the module. When he put them back, he reversed the cables which
caused the east.west beam to be backwards. Signals gging east (to Napa and the
squirt beam) - the story claims, now went west and western beam signals went east.
PanAmSat will neither cgnfirm ngr deny the story. Another PanAmSat source tells us
the satellite may be tulned in for insurance, "a replacement built and hurried to orbit
to repface the partially defective satellite." lf the stgry is true- and we cann1t
confirn it is. did the guy who misconnected the cables ever left Russia?

PAS-8 addendum. NHK's PAS'8 service {4065H2) turns out, under full operating
pgwer, t0 be 2.5% strgnger than PAS.2 for the same service at NZ and Australian
locations.0n Fiji, you need a 16 footer and a gentle wind.In Tahiti, a 10m dish and a
plane ticket to Auckland. 0h yes . if trying t0 change a terminal from PAS'2 to
PAS.8, don'�t forget t0 change the network lD number from 21 01 to 81 0 1 (the'B'

stands fgr PAS-$). Unless, 0f course, the NHK guys are screwing up and transmitting
5101 because someone thinks PAS'8 is PAS-5 (we had that experience ourselves
here at SF). Those analggue test cards (3860 and 4020) have been turned off and
you may need a spec an t0 find the satellite now. which may not be all bad - EWTN

ngw 0n 3940 Hz is using an FEC of 7/8 which means you willneed a 14'dish where
previously a 10 footer was adequate. And-PAS.8lack of Ku to Australia is finally

explained . see p. 29 "At Deadline," here' ls there qll g00d news regarding PAS'B?

Uhhh... can't think 0f any except CNNI is now up in FTA analogue,3780/1370 Hz.

Good news. The latest versign lRDs for specific prggrammerc such as Foxtel or

BSkyB or Sky NZ willhandle virtually anything from pay-per-view to selecting

between 4:3 and 16:9 displays. The bad news. The 1 999 f amily of lRDs is more and

mgre "prggrammer" spe6ifi6 when it cgmes as a part 0f a service package (such as

BSkyB). Net effect? lmporting of the programmer'specific lRDs is less and less

appealing and ygu are less and less likely to be able t0 modify an IRD t0 do something

other than the one specific service for which the box was intended. See p. 6 here.

UEC 700 series single.chip IRD (see SaIFACTS #46 -last June) displayed at

Broadcast Australia show is not likely before August, has hoped'for dealer target
price 0f A$525 . 28% below present 642. lt will have dual cald slgts, lrdeto Cl (Euro

1 common interface) CA capability allowing it to work with several different CA
platforms, 3 SCART plus audio RCA iacks but no video RCA.





You don't want one of these!

The BSkyB Digibox is one IRD you don't want' For a very

simple reason. Unless you live within the coverage of the

European (Astra) satellite, it won't do anything for you'

Nothing at all.
The conditions under which it will produce digital reception

are as follows:

I ) That the input ftequency be in Ku-band,

2) That it have an FEC between 112 andl 18

(so far - reasonablY good)

3) That it processes a digital signal with a megasymbol rate

of either 22.000 or 27.500, and,

4) The CA system is NDS - a unique system created for the

Brit ish BSkyB service.
There have been other IRDs with limited tuning (frequency)'

Msym or FEC rates. But there has always been a menu

shortcut which a knowledgeable individual could follow to

modi$, the pararneters to suit both C-band reception (yes -

even the SMS IRD now used by Austar will do C-band; see p'

3 I here) and a range of FEC and Msym rates' Not this one'

There is no installer menu. Yes, there is an installation

menu. It allows you to modi! the Ku-band input frequency'

select an FEC between ll2 and 7/8 - but only toggle between

22.000 or 27.500 for Msym. Even the Sky New Zealand

Msytn rate of 22.500 is unreachable. Which means this IRD

will function only in a European environment'

Of course that is a shame. From all outward appearances' the

Digibox has many features which others in the world have only

promised but not yet delivered. But we are getting ahead of

ourselves.
This Grundig (brand) Digibox you see here was purchased in

the UK and brought to New Zealand. The purchaser hoped it

would allow him to obtain video ouputs which the Sky NZ

BSkyB Digibox Has Built-ln
Roadblocks for Use in Pacific

Egg carton packing? Yes, but
done - no damage, half  waY

except ional ly  wel l

a round  the  wor ld .



Tight shots. A major part  of  the BSkyB Digibox is this special  card for the telephone modem - which al lows
the "mother ship" to pol l  the individual lRDs to f ind out what they are doing ( lef t) .  Grundig's version of tne

Digibox is from TViCom which of course has Hyundai or igins (r ight) .

boxes do not provide - things like RGB to allow him to drive a
100 henz line doubling large screen TV set. You see - not
everyone is pleased with the low (VHS standard play or worse)
"video qualiry" currently being delivered by Sky NZ. If you
live in Australia and have seen Aurora reception - especially
GWN - well, you know what New Zealanders are getting
through Sky.

Our purchaser could not make it play on Sky and we had a
try. And we quickly ran into the two position Msym roadblock.
With nothing fo lose we headed for Grundig in the UK and
located a knowledgeable and helpful chap who said he would
investigate our problem. Two days later he had an answer -
"Because of the software which was provided to_ us by NDS
(BSkyB), this IRD will simply not function except,with Msym
rates of 22.000 and 27.500." Could we download through
Internet or a disc replacement software? "The IRD is capaile
of processing Msym rates between 2 and 30, but we are under
contract to produce this specific IRD design only for BSkyB
and then only with the software they provide to us." So even if
we sent it back to the UK, you could not reload it with new
software to give us a range of Msym rates? "1{o, that would be
in violation of our contractual agreement with BSkyB and we

simply will not do that." But it is possible to do this, on our
own? "1t is possible - I think. But you have to appreciate the
software provided to us by BSkyB is understood only b1,
BSkyB and the circuit design was provided by them as well.
We only know that the parts inside of GDS200 (rnodel nurnber
of Grundig version of Digibox) are capable of processing a
wide range of megasymbol rates. But in the configuration
dictated by BSkyB - wei cannot be sure it could in fact actuallv
be modified.''

Sky NZ - by the way - had "promised" an IRD with
composite video output (which might have been used ro drive
high definition TV sets such as the 100 herrz line doubling
models). Alas - when the lRDs arived, they had no "S-VHS"

output available.
Well, if Gruindig was.unable to help us. perhaps tlre

"Eulopean underground" could. We wrent to Dr Dish at
Germany's Tele-satellit magazine because he knorvs
everything there is to know about unconventional
modifications to IRDs.



Everything about your specif ic Digibox, the card, the software versions is found in the menu ( lef t) '  You think

you are going to be able to set up the parameters for a non-BSkyB service using manual tuning'  You cannot '

Al though the (Grundig GDS2OO) Digibox has an excel lent user manual (apparent ly an instal ler manual does

not exist), most users will find everything they need to know to get their box operating in the excellent set of
v  l  v ^ | g  ! , ,

menu options which lead you, gently, through steps necessary to set-up a system in about 5 minutes time'

"The Grundig Digibox - like Pace and the others - is an

unfortunate design which appears only capable of doing

precisely what the Murdoch team intended' Moreover, it is n'y
'opinion 

that if you could modify it for your uses there, you

would be unhappy with it since Grundig has not been an

innovqtor in q decade or more."

OK - next stop an engineering individual working within the

NDS/Murdoch emPire'
"The software in the box consists of layers' The lowest layer

is the drivers to the hardware (front end, A/V demod, smart

card and so on). On top of that you have middleware which the

actual application software sits upon. The purpose of the

middlewareis toal lowtheappl icat iontota lk tothedr ivers in
a consistent way. Since you could well have different front

ends, A/V chips and so on' your drivers may be different and

hence the benefit of a generic interface courtesy of the

middleware.
"For BSIEB, Open TV has been chosen for the middleware'

Open TV is proprietary, by the way, and with sufftcient mass

uenina it could well become the defacto 'standard' middleware

for the entire industry.
"A good analogt is your PC. Consider DOS as your drivers

and Windows as your middleware. Whatever program you nrn

to deal with (say) Email is then the application' The app will

run on anything that has Windows on it and Windows can run

on different platforms courtesy of the OS (such as DOS) which

is PC-hardware sPecifi c.

"Translated to the IRD, this means that you do hardware

specific drivers that talk to the middleware and then your own

Jpplication which is written for that middleware can be run on

*y h*d**e on which the middleware has been integrated

into - you only write the application once and it is the same

application (with the same look and feel, the same user

intiraction) on any box for that broadcaster - no matter if the

box comes from Pace, Zenith, Grundig, Amstrad or Joe

Wong's 888 Long Life Win Electronics Sweatshop of Keelung'

ROC!
"So - 4s Windows does not prevent you from dialling with

your modem to such and such Internet service provider with a

ien digital number (say your local dialler only accepts 8

digits), the problem is with the dialler which is an application

thit sits on Windows. Since the dialler programme is lnternet

service provider-specific, they saw no need to allow you to use

it with another ISP and therefore limited it to 8 digits'
"Likanise,the BSkyB application is only intended to be used

on BSkyB, so there is no need to allow the user to select

anything but Ku band local oscillators and symbol rates

aiitatea Uy the satellite platform. The FEC rate has been left

changeabll because there could be a need to diddle with it in

ttre future (adjacent interference from other satellites, need to

squeeze a more effective transport stream throughput in order

to put one more channel on a transponder, compensate for

lower EIRPs from an ailing TWT on the bird - and so on)'"

And now you know. IRDs of the future that are prograrnmer

specific wili be less and less capable of doing anything else'

And if they could be modified for other use - would you rettlh'

want one anYhow?
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Model HSS-700
Spells Hot "HDT"

Most of us know that when an IRD says "Hyundai" on the

fiont, it has good heritage. Hyundai has had the technical

support of American innovator TV/Com (see report on

Giundig BSkyB box preceding this) and preceding models

(HSS-lbO in several software versions) have been well

received in Asia and the Pacihc. Most of us also know - or

strongly suspect - that Hyundai - the brand name - is presently

only loosely connected with the Hyundai of 2 or 3 years ago'

This is because Hyundai, like other Korean conglomerates, has

been told to divest of those manufacturing segments which are

not making big dollar profits. So Hyundai has "farmed" out

their original engineering on digital satellite receivers to

several relatively smaller Korean firms who now specialise in

the manufacture of products with - understandably - the
"Hyundai" name on them. After all, it is a recogtisable brand

name, it does have market appeal, and it would certainly be

quicker to sell and quicker to make the pages of SaIFACTS

tiran something with an unrecognisable and unpronounceable

Korean name.
A Hyundai is not a Hyundai - anymore. But we can pretend

it is because it follows in the same pathway as its HSS-100

cousins.
The HSS-700 is the latest to carry the name' The front panel

says "HDT - Hyundai Digital Technology" but you can be

pardoned if you thing it says "hOt Digital Technology at fust

!t*... The 700 is DVB and MPEG-2 compliant' lt is a free to

User displays are excellent and the data provided is

helpful to dish alignment as well as bouquet or
programme status. lf you have ever run a FTA IRD

previously, the 7OO will feel "comfortable'"

air IRD, will support an electronic progralnme guide (but only

when and as the programmer puts one on the air)' handles any

SCPC (from 2 Msps) and MCPC (to 45 Msps) service whether

on C or Ku bands. It will reinsert Teletext on video (with

limitations) and has both A+V and RF outputs. And, like most

All of the expected connections: terrestrial antenna in, modulator out (left), A + v RcA jacks, twin scART'

RS232, L-band input and L-band loop-out plus mains power on/off  (upper r ight) .



HSS-700 power supply (left) is beefy and apparently well designed (time will tell what the frequency of
service is). But - in the early model we received for test, there is one "potential" problem - spelled out with a
red label. That heat sink aluminium channel piece (see right hand photo - with warning) is "hot" with over
3OO volts. We've been advised it will be protected - from any accidental contact to a human being shoving

something metallic through a ventilation slot - by a factory modification.

other modern sets it claims the ability to be software upgraded
through a built-in 232 port.

It covers 950 - 2150 MHz L-band inputs, provides l3 and l8
volts for LNB switching (with a healthy 500 mA supply -
adequate to run line amps and multiple LNBs), carries
European important DiSEqC LNB switching capabiliry
(version 2.0 - the latest). In the demodulator, a 32 bit processor
(64 would have been nicer but 32 is an improvement over 16)
is supported by 2 Mbyte of SDRAM, I Mbyte each of flash
and RAM and an EEPROM. The power supply is switch-mode

(are not they all?) drawing 30 watts (same as a UEC 642 - for
example) and runs reasonably cool to the touch. We
experienced no problems which we suspicioned were heat
related in ten days ofconstant operation.

We found it handles NTSC (including the onerous PowerVu
bouquets) and PAL with equal ease. The menu selects PAL or
NTSC (video) output and once selected, the output stays in the
selected format regardless of the input signal standard. This



Start with the main menu (left), proceed through installation (middle) and then you are able to add to or edit

or subtract pre-loaded listings which do not apply to you. satellites from Pacific west through Europe are

loaded on board but as with any such l ist ing, t ime sensit ive. Below - two examples of "at home" ( lef t  and

eliminates a need for a standards converter. There is one other

interesting feature we could not verifr - audio language select.

If a programmer is transrnitting two or more audio tracks, and

you have selected "English" as your "local language," the IRD

when arriving on a new programme channel will search for and

then produce the (previously selected) English audio channel

automatically - assuming only there is an English language

track being broadcast.
The on-screen set-up menus are easy enough to follow but

perhaps a little advanced for consumers. The installation menu

lets you select between: (l) Satellite # (each satellite preloaded

has a find-number), (2) Satellite Config(uration), (3) Satellite

Delete (why keep in memory preloaded satellites you can't

receive from your location?), Satellite Scan (goes to the

factory memory and searches for all preloaded transponders on

a particular satellite), TP edit, TP add, TP Delete and TP Scan.

Now that'Open TV" is built into IRDs such as the Digibox,

and individual programmes can (and increasingly do) have

titles or even brief descriptions included in the data stream,

what the consumer is going to demand within nvo years is a

master menu that lists subjects by genre (Auto Racing, through

Food, Pygmy Tossing, Zoological). Select a programme by

topic, sit back and let the IRD f,rnd it, no matter where it is'

And if Pygmy Tossing is not on the air at that instant but is

promised six days down the track? The on-screen menu will

advise you of this and ask "Do you want to see (record) this

when it appears?" Anything less will be unacceptable to

consumers and at that moment in time programme channel

numbers will become a footnote in history books'

Satellite Config(uration) allows you to call up the preloaded

satellites, select from the 0/l2V switching (yes - it has this

also), DiSEqC or 22 kHz (LNB) switching for each satellite'

That in turns allows you to whip through a satellite merrily

confident that the IRD will be telling your LNB what to do for

each pre-loaded (at the factory) transponder on that satellite -

HSS-7OO scans al l  f requencies on the satel l i te -

intermixed by polarity as a function of frequency.
So - i t  wi l l  "miss" services when you are using a

non-menu-driven polarity switching system.

integrating with your particular LNB switching system.
installer should like this feature - the consumer typically
not even be aware the IRD is so clever.

This is a high quality IRD with state-otthe-art software
features. Scanning (loading) speed was modest but acceptable
(nearly 5 minutes for all of AsiaSat 2). Signal performance is

very good, sensitivity good. We did notice it seems to have
difficulty deciding what to do with encrypted services that load
(partially) and then of course cannot play' We'd like to see the
on screen display more clearly explain when (and why)

encrypted services don't load ("No signal"is untrue and "Bad

sigtal" hardly describes it properly - do we come back later

and try again?). Perhaps it would make more sense to say on

the screen "This channel is encrypted - don't waste vour tinrc

here!"
HSS-?00 is available in Australia from ltuistal Electronics.

tel ++61 -7 -4788-8902, fax ++61 -7 -4788-8906.

The
wi l l

r ight -  WTN/Globecast Jerusalem Sky Racing on As2) and "not at home" (centre).



Seernoredetail
Perhaps the most important specification of a

Spectrum Analyser is its Measurement Bandwidth. The
narrower the Measurement Bandwidth, the more detailwill
be displayed on the screen. For satellite TV instruments,
typical Measurement Bandwidth might be 9MHz or 4MHz,
which is OK for showing a full transponder but not much
etse.

The new Unaohm EP507 includes Measurement
Bandwidth as f ine as 100KHz al l the way up to 2150MHz!
This makes the instrument suitable for VSAT and other
communications work as well as Television,

A premium quality colour LCD screen displays
spectrum markers in colour, as well as providing green/red
go/no go feedback from digital Bit Error Rate
measurement ootions.

The EP507 is a computerised instrument, who's
spectrum display properly shows frequency from left to
right and levelfrom top to bottom. The computerisation
has been implemented with great care so as to increase
the range of useful measurement functions. One example
is the tuning knob, which is in fact a pulse encoder that
assists by providing fast access to menu functions or
tuning, by PRogram, CHannel, or FRequency.

A huge range of analogue and digital measurement
options make Unaohm's EP507 possibly the best

value television measuring instrument available
regardless of price.

t 2
Tel:(03) 9783 2388
lnt+613 9783 2388

Kitson St. Frankston VIC 3199
Fax(03) 9783 5767
Int+613 9783 5767

e-mail: placey@netlink.com.auL*ssxb Branches in Sydney, Ulverstone &'Woolgoolga



Part Two: The littlelhineq hwt

Where lt Went Wrong
RTIF

The concept was simple enough - anyone who had

previously purchased an analogue B-MAC decoder (plus of

tou.t" the required aerial, LNB, cable and analogue receiver)

would be entitled to upgrade their B-MAC decoder to

MPEG-2 digital. This was a political decision - many B-MAC

systems have been in use ten years or more (some as long as

14 years) - people might whinge about having to spend money

to upgrade but after ten years of service, who could really

complain about technology providing something better - even

if it did cost the user around AS I ,000?
Politicians were sensitive to the complaints they thougbt the

conversion fiorn B-MAC to digital might create - and through

a "rural" fund set aside something approaching A$7,500'000

to be doled out in increments of $750 to each qualifying home'

In reality, the conversion from analogue to digital involves a

digital IRD (UEC model 642) which carries a list price just

under A$1,000 - thus the customer, fuelled with a Government

issued voucher for A$750 adds upwards ofA$250 ofhis or her

own lnoney for complete the transaction.

Alas, there have been Problems.
First, only one IRD was approved by Optus for the RTIF

subsidy although Optus did eventually give its engineering

stamp of approval to a second design unit (the Panasonic

TU-DSl0). UEC is distributed exclusively by importer

Nationwide Antennas' Geoff Dargie of Nationwide told a

training group assembled in Belrose in July - "Optus wanted

orh, oie lot of problems' One receiver, one set of problems'"

eeihaps, but the handling of the RTIF project though a single

(exclusive) distributor importing the only IRD Optus approved

for the RTIF (,4$750) subsidy has been a sore point with

many.
T-he UEC 642 got bad reviews (including here) for several

reasons. UEC admitted the power supply "was not bullet

proof' and solicited suggestions to improve- it' One particular

concern - using it in a rural environment with generator power

and/or "modified square wave inverters" in regions with

non-grid mains. One excellent suggestion - change out the

rectiirer diodes (1N4007) with a sturdier diode having a faster

recovery tirne (the UF4007, for example) rating' The "R" in

RTIF is for "Rural" in case you had not noticed'

The technical weakness could be easily identified, perhaps

corrected, but in either event they were a "known'" Not so

apparent have been the distribution and marketing problems'

tiationwide was faced with an initial business problem;finding

the money to make good on purchase orders to UEC that

would amount to millions of dollars' Here is the scenario'

UEC selected Nationwide because a chap named Bob

Kelleher (Antares Satellite Products) had paved the way'

Kelleher acted as a representative of UEC, arranged initially

for Optus to meet with UEC' and then when Optus showed an

inter;t in the product for the Aurora project' went out and
"found"Nat ionwidetobetheUECdist r ibutor inAustra l ia 'To
"qualif'" with UEC' and to meet the criteria that Optus

demanded, Nationwide had to locate funding to back up

purchase orders for thousands of 642 units; rnillions ofdollars'

The bank, in turn, wanted guarantees - no bank wants to end

up having loaned millions of dollars for something as new and

untested as "digital IRDs" and then find out it is left holding

the bag with a warehouse of unsold 642 units.

So we have Optus "certifling" that the UEC 642 was

suitable for the Aurora project and the only IRD they would

certify for RTIF - government rebate funding. And we have

UEC building the units upon receipt of a piece of paper (a

purchase order) from Nationwide which is backed up by a

banker's guarantee that when the IRDs are ready to ship' UEC

will be paid. You can be sure that over in South Africa, UEC's

bankers were looking at this very closely as well - because

they would be "advancing" funds to UEC to build the IRDs to

fill this order.
Meanwhile, Nationwide had to work out the logistics of

distributing the IRDs. Optus opened the door for the tlrm to

get reasonably prompt payment for each RTIF voucher turned

itt. g,rt the vouchers began with an individual home or family'

wound their way through an installing dealer, therl to

Nationwide and thence back to the Government agency given

the responsibility of "certif,ing" each RTIF transaction' When

the Government man was satisfied' a cheque to Nationwide

completed the sale. In the interim. Nationwide had shipped an

IRD upon receipt of a cheque from the dealer (fypically the

difference between the 642 "list" price and the RTIF voucher -

near $250, or just under S I ,000 with a rebate promised)'

The logistics were formidable and if Nationwide actualll'

managed a paper "profit" of ,4$250-$350 per 642 shipped' a

not insignificant percentage ofthis was "eaten up" by the bank

charges for first ofall guaranteeing the original purchase order

to UEC, and second of all - "floor planning" the 642 units itr a

warehouse between their arrival in Australia and their f-rnal

shipment to a dealer in return for the dealer's cheque and RTIF

voucher.
It was - and is - a complicated system. A very complicated

system. And it is further complicated because there is a

rilatively brief period of one year (June 1998 through Ma1'

1999) when IJEC 642s are being exchanged for RTIF

uou"ir.tt. During this period, Nationwide has had the

additional burden of handing the exchanges while still

servicing its dealer network from Indonesia to New Zealand'

the iisks in all of this have been substantial' UEC's bank

depended upon Nationwide's bank for funding; Nationwide's

bank depended upon onesy-twosy orders from dealers ordering

the 642 Nrdthe oicasional regional "sub*distributor" who took

a few hundred at a time and then resold then' Nationwide's

bank could only lean on the "expertise" and "promises" of

Optus that through it all, Nationwide would have an
"&clusive" on the RTIF portion of the project' Optus in turn

had to guarantee they would not allow the appointment of a

second RTIF agent which meant of course no second IRD

would be approved for the RTIF portion of the project. lt is

a



not difficult to understand why some people felt enraged by
the way it was ultimately handled.
The Marketing

UEC and Nationwide were dependent upon Optus, the ABC,
SBS and others to "get out the word" that the RTIF
programme was functioning. The original B-MAC
broadcasters were believed to have accurate files listing every
known B-MAC authorised user. Because the ABC was a
cornmon service to all B-MAC users, the ABC list became a
valuable commodity. So too the Optus list - each B-MAC
receiver was "addressable" and within the Optus addressing
files, the complete data on each location where a B-MAC
resided.

Several firms realised early on that having access to a "list"

could be an important tool in rnarketing the changeout UEC
642. Some firms were able to obtain a list from a regional
broadcaster (such as Imparja although there is limited evidence
Imparja - specifically - allowed their viewer list to be used for
marketing purposes). It was assumed, but never stated in
writing, that these lists were "private" and a broadcaster (such
as ABC) had no business allowing others to utilise the lists. A
funny thing happened with the ABC list for NSW - the ABC
somehow "lost" it while a regional distributor suddenly was
rnailing prornotional literature to B-MAC users. SaIFACTS
found numerous (we believe ultimately 400-plus) NSW
B-MAC users who received mail promoting UEC 642
changeouts but who simultaneously failed to receive literature
which the ABC "insisted" had been mailed to everyone on
"their" l ist.

It would appear there was some midnight trafficking in
B-MAC lists and at least some distributors and retailers of
UEC 642 product managed somehow to get their hands on
lists. Did an employee of the ABC "befriend" a distributor
with a list? Or, did the lists that wound up being used by
equiprnent distributors originate at Optus? If they came flom
Optus. rvho was responsible for allowing the "internal" and
supposedly "secure" B-MAC user l ists to get into the hands of
equipment sellers?

Has the "privacy" of the B-MAC users been "violated" by
under the table dealing in "mailing lists?" lf yes, who is
responsible for the violation and who can be held accountable?
Does any,sqs realllt care'

And these are a few of the Aurora-by-Optus questions that
are troubling the industry.
User Comments

"(witlr respect to getting authorised for Seven Central) I rang
Optus and managed to get through to a friendly chap sitting at
a terminal for the authorisation computer. He checked if my
card was on the list and said, "Somehow the computer must
have missed doing it. I'll authorise it right now." The
progralmne for authorisation may not be very efficient because
I could hear him busily typing away for about two minutes.
Three minutes later my UEC was able to decode Seven
Central. I asked hirn if he could do Queensland SBS and ABC
as well. Every so often I could hear the computer speaker
squawk at hirn. Sure enough, up they came. If this is how they
have to do it for each IRD, it could be a long time happening!"

"The person representing ABC at the UEC training course
(Belrose - July) told us. "We have organised the system so that
it will only require one phone call to authorise an IRD for all
ABC and SBS services. Now I notice the on screen display is
advising viewers to register for the Queensland SBS and NSW
services. As there was a data base created at Optus when the

TVSN

HORizon

(not in use)

BTVI

BTV2

BTV3

SKYI

SKY2

SKY3

SKY4

SKY5

ABC TV WA

CWN TV

WLK

WIN

ABC TV NT

IMP TV

IMP PTTV

ABC TV SA

tesl

tesl

ABC TV Q

Seven Central

SBS QLD

SBS Q DATA

test

test

ABC TV SE

AURORA Parameters
12.4O7VI(B3).  Msym 3O.OOO, FEC 2t3; TV chs

1 - 2 0 ,  r a d i o  c h s .  1 - 2 0
12.532Vt(83).  Msym 30.OOO, FEC 2t3; TV chs

45 -up; radio chs. 56 -up.
12.595V1(83).  Msym 30.OOO, FEC 3t4; TV chs

21-35, radio chs 21-44
12.72OVI(B3). Msym 3O.O0O, FEC 3t4; TV chs

36-42, radio chs 45-55
Note in TV l ist ing (above):  Not al l  channets are

actual ly 'v ideo'  or they 'borrow' v ideo from
another and add a new audio stream (such as Skv

1 video on Sky 2,3,4 and 5l , .

Aurora Notes
On non-Aurora card receivers,  TVSN (TV ch 1) .  radio

chs 20,  21 are FTA. SMA radio channels l -7 mav show
'CA' on IRD but are rarely muted. DGT-400 wil l NOT

produce Aurora smart card reception

Aggregated TV Service Coverage
National 7 network is now carried on satell i te bv GWN

20, 32 here for  d iscussion of  s tatus of  "aggregat ion.  "

and Central Seven (TAL/OOO). National 9 and 1O are i
carried by new WA service WIN and lmparja. See pages ]

I

l l

2 l

-, I

36

4 l

Horizon Leaming Channel

enc/ + NSW TAB Radio

enc/ + Victoria TAB dara

enc/ + WA TAB Radio

Public TV. Western Australia

WA only; (9 & I 0 networks I

WA Education/Teachins

WA only (7 netr,vork)

Publ ic  TV. NT

Licensed area (9 & l0 nets)

enc/Business (088-950- l4 l  I  )

Publ ic  TV. South Austra l ia

(occ. video fronr SBS)

(occ.  v ideo f ionr SBS)

Licensed area 17 netwolk )

SBS Qld ( 1300-301 -(rt l  I  )

(temp sarne as :l I )

(tenrp audio radro ch 5 I )

( temp audio radio ch 5l )

Publ ic  TV. Sydner

) p a g e  1 8
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calds are initially switched on, why couldn't they use the same
list without asking us to ring again?"

" As an installer,l am not very impressed with the procedwe

to get new customer cards turned on. A11 I seem to get is a

busy tone and I have spent more time waiting to get a card

tumed on - to veri! the installation - than the install itself

tookl"
" Firms ofibring Aurora lRDs (whether UEC or Panasonic)

need to be more careful about the way they describe the
'do-it-yourself installation in their promotional literature. One
(NSW) firm that sells as far afield as NT and WA sends out
literature to B-MAC registered owners extolling the virrues of

self-installation. The literature says something like, "It is easy
to do and if you have a problem, we have dealers in your area
who can help you out." Unfortunately, the dealers 'in your area'
are the very people rural customers should have been buying

from to start with and most of them iue not going to be anxious

to 'help ouf sotneone who thought they were saving money by

purchasing a system from a firm 1,000 or 2,000 miles distant."
"One o.f rnv ex-B-MAC customers is having trouble getting

his order processed by (narne of finl in NSW). He placed the

order by registered mail, including the RTIF voucher and a

bank-cheque sorne 25 days ago. He rang the seller's office and

they claimed there was no record of the order. Next he called

the bank and sure enough - the cheque had been deposited into

the seller's account just days after he mailed the order. So he

called back - and called back again, and eventually a staff

member said he had located the order in a stack of

unprocessed orders 'sti l l  waiting for computer processing.'

They told him that because of the huge number of orders they

are processing, it would be another fortnight before his UEC

could be shipped. Such are the joys of doing business by

ma i l . "
".lurora appears to be some way from a stable and reliable

service - Optus people keep playing with itl An example. On

February 27 shortly after midnight (at least they didn't try this

in tl.re prime viewing hoursl), Optus was at work on the data

stream on the 12.407 transpondel and all of the TV and radio

channels were suddenly FTA, but none of the channel labels

would load. It appeared they were experimenting with

bandwidth capacity. For exarnple, Sky Channels (7 to I I

irrclusive) had excellent video qualiry services and 7, 9 and l0

had normal stereo while 8 and I I had (normal) left audio while

the right channels were radio services. TVSN was running at

its usual (poor) refi'esh rate, Horizon was off the air. The radio

channels (l through 20) were being switched on and off in

groups. They were still at it at 3AM when I quit for the night.

The video quality was superb during this period (TVSN being

the exception) telling me they were trying to find the best

balance between data rates, bandwidth and video quality. It

does concern tne that they seemed to have to turn offthe Irdeto

CA system fbr this test. Does this mean the encryption system

itself requires so much data space that they can only get

reasonably good quality video by tuming it off?"

Contemporary Music t + )-Sl\ l.{

Aria 100 Music (8)-SMA

Cool  Vibes Musrc (r ) -SMA

Classic Gold Music (*) -SMA

Countrv Beat Music (*)-SMA

High Energy Music (*)-SMIA

Rock Radio Music (*) -SM.- \

Enc/Woolworth Music-SN4A

Temp FTA 1*)-SMA

Enc/Qld TAB gambling

Enc/Lrdigenous( 07-32 1 52- I 588 )

Enc/Print Handicapped

Enc but avai l .  (02-9955-4092)

Enc/Conrrnunitl Bcst Assn

Enc but  avai l (  I  800-06810- l  t

Radio Italia-SMA

Test tone

Deviat ion tone (- lSdBm. - l ix)  Hz)

Classical lbr WA

Special lnformation fcrr W,.\

Regional Raditt tttr W'r\

Enc/Sight iurparrecl

Classical  1or NT

Special lntbrmation lbr N l'

Regional Raclio tbr N'l-

SKIN Al. Spgs- Imparla package

TEABBA Darrvin-lnrpar.la pkage

5PYM Umurva-lnrpar_ja package

TAB NT - avail. onlr rn N'l

C-lassical ftrr SA

Special Inforniatittn 1br S,\

Regional Radio for SA

Classical tbr Queenslancl

Special lnformation liil Qld

Regional Radio fbr Qld

Enc/ user [D unknoun

SBS Nat ional  -  Qld

ABC Youth - moved fionr 17

News. Parliametrt -fronr ch. l[i

Classical fbr.SE

Specral intbrmatitrn tbr SF.

Regional Radio tbr SL

Others testing include 27.28.39.40. 41. 49. 50. 58. 59. 60 'r

means may indicate CA but is typically FTA

Useful RABS Contacts
ABA (aggregat ion of coverage areas, rul ings on individual homes - see pgs. 20,32l.Greg Cupit

(02-62'6-2800) and Ni l ivan Vonkhorthorn (02-6256-28261. ABC ( lRD turn-on) 13OO 301 681. Optus ( to

have BBC WS turned on)  13OO-601-381.  lmpar ja  ( to  have serv ice  s ta r ted)  13oo-301-683.  SBS ( to  have

service started) 13OO-301-681. Seven Central  ( to discuss authorisat ionl  04-4721-3377' SMA (to have radio
channels authorised) 13OO-366-099. WIN West ( for authorisat ion)

08-9442-3314.  A lso  -  see  p .  21  SF#54 fo r  more  comple te  l i s t .

I
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R I

SMA Bus I

SMA Bus 2

BBS World Svc

CBAA

SMA ITA

RefTone

RAIIS Tone

ABC FM WA

ARC RN WA

ABC RR WA

ABC FM NT

ABC RN NT

ABC RR NT

ABC FM SA

ABC RN SA

ABC RR SA

ABC FM Q

ABC RN Q

ABC RR Q

SBS R QLD

ABC PNN

ABC FM SE

ABC RN SE

ABC RR SE



S  P  E  C  I  F  T  C  A T  I  O  N  S
I 9SO - 2050MHz IF

Input range
| low threshold operation
I Stereo audio
) 14/BV LNB switching
a l8/27MHz IF Bandwidth.
Ideal for band scanning, channel
monitoring, or as the heart of
any home satellite receiving
system. Cal l  for

e x p o f t  p f i c e

lYES GARRV Please send me more info...

t

*we resenn tln ighl l0 inwe prcdwt perfonranue witboul notice.

P'code:
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Determining where "no TV reception" exists
Terrestrial TV functions based upon two rules:

l) The receiving antenna system intercepts suffrcient TV

wave energy to "drive" the TV set, and,
2) The ratio ofreceived energy to undesirable signals (from

other transmitters, from power lines, electrical appliances) is

high enough that the image on the screen is "viewable."

"Viewable" is a qualitative measurement. Someone deeply

engrossed in a Rugby test match will be mildly disturbed but

not distracted by interference that mars the reception while

another person trying to follow a golf match will be more than

slightly upset when they cannot locate the golf ball buried in

the noise on the screen that is marring the reception! With 60

years of terrestrial TV behind us, numerous studies agree that

for an AM (amplitude modulated) terrestrial TV signal to be
"noise {iee" requires a signal to noise ratio of at least 40 dB;

45 is better. This is simple maths: The noise level is some

45 - 100 MHz 100-230 MHz 450-900 MHz

Visual line of
sight

80 dBuV + 80 dBuV + 85 dBuV+

Radio line of
sight

60 dBuV 60 dBuV 65 dBuV

Watchable
but noisy (x)

45 dBuV 43 dBuV 50 dBuV

Barely
watchable (*)

40 dBuV 38 dBuV 40 dBuV

Not
watchable (*)

35 dBuV
and below

33 dBuV
and below

35 dBuV
and below

* - signal levels as measured direct ly from antenna through
appropriate matching transformer. No masthead ampli f ier.

number (call it 20) and to achieve a blemish free picture we

need a minimum of 40 dB more signal than the noit.. lQ + 40
:60 (dBuV).

A TV transmitter operating between 45 and 900 MHz

radiates power in a series of straight lines or layers. If you are

located within a region that can actually be "seen" fi'orrr the

transmitting aerial, you have "visual line of sight" to the

transmitter. There is nothing between the transmitting aerial

and the receiving aerial but air and some defined distance. At

the point of visual horizon, the VHF or UHF signals "scatter"

(bend) ever so slightly and for an additional distance thel' are

capable of being received but at reduced signal level. lf the

visual horizon is 30 miles, the far end of the "bending" region

is another ten miles out - 40 miles. This 40 mile point is called

the radio horizon. Experience has shown us we can expect

certain "average" signal levels, readings taken with all

appropiiate signaVfield strength meter connected to a suitable

test antenna, at any point starting at the TV transmitter and

ending at the radio horizon.
TV stations, regulators "predict" coverage based r"rpon 60

years of experience. The primary (visual line of sightt

coverage region, the secondary (radio line of sight) region can

be predicted on paper by making some assumptions. One is

that the earth has no bumps (hills) or blockage (tall buildings)

that get between the transmitter's aerial and the receiving site.

Hills, buildings block signal and while some signal may "leak"

over a bump or blockage, it is at greatly reduced signal level

from the predicted level.
When a TV station obtains a licence to broadcast, it provides

engineering documentation of its "predicted" coverage area
(service contours). The regulators take this document and

essentially "guarantee" the broadcaster no other licensed

station will intrude into its "coverage zone." Both tlre

broadcaster and the regulatory folks conveniently overlook

MEMBERSHTP IN SPACE
Membership in  SPACE Paci f ic  is  open to any ind iv idual  or  f i rm involved in  the "sate l l i te-d i rect"

wor ld  in  the paci f ic  and Asia reg ions.  There are four  levels  of  membership cover ing " lnd iv iduals , "

the " lnsta l ler /Dealer , "  the "Cable iSMATV Operator , "  and the " lmpor ter /Dis t r ibutor /Programmer."

All  levels receive periodic programme and equipment access updates from SPACE, signif icant

d iscounts on goods and serv ices f rom many member f i rms,  and major  d iscounts whi le  at tending

the annual SPRCS (industry conference) this month in New Zealand. Members also part icipate in

policy creation forums, have correspondence training courses available. To f ind out more, contact
(fax) 64-9-406-1083 or use information request card, page 34, this issue of SaIFACTS. Page

space within SaIFACTS is donated each month to the trade

associat ion without cost by the publ isher.



TV transmitter

Visual line of sight

'1 - Edge of primary service area
2 - Edge of secondary service area

This has the effect of denying alternate service to hornes that
truly cannot receive adequate reception because the regulators
look at the nice, tidy paper coverage maps on file in their
office and say - "Of course you can receive 7, 9 and l0
networks - you are located inside of this circle!"

In a more perfect world, each and every home (or business)
location which is unable to receive adequate terrestrial TV
signal would be allowed by the regulators to apply fbr
permission to utilise a secondary delivery rnechanistn. Satellite
service, the Aurora project, comes to mind.

When a home is shadowed from direct reception by an
obstacle as in (b) or (c) in diagram two, approval for satellite
service should be automatic. When a home has strong direct
reception that is badly marred because of ghosting created
when the direct signal bounces off of mountains or obstacles
around them (diagram 3), approval for satellite reception
should be automatic. Without respect to whether the home is
inside or outside ofa paper predicted model ofcoverage.

If a home is located below a cross country high voltage
transmission line that creates interference to reception -
regardless of where the home is located within a service
contour, satellite approval should be automatic.

Now - it may be the TV broadaaster who "owns" the area
and who's paper map predicts coverage of a specific site will
"demand" proof that reception is not possible at a location
before agreeing to satellite service. Why should the
broadcaster be involved? Good question. If the home
requesting satellite service is inside of'lhis coverage zone," he
is doing two things: (1) admitting his coverage is not perf-ect
(otherwise why does the home need satellite service?). and" (2)
"losing" a viewing home which he presently c/airrs to cover
(stations are paid advertising revenue based upon the number
of homes they claim - each home "lost" is in theory a financial
loss for the broadcaster). All of this adds up to a "negative

act" for the broadcaster - he doesn't want to grant permission at
alll Which may be the best reason why somebody other than
the broadcaster should make this decision.

There are some basic terrestrial TV signal level testing
procedures which are universal. An antenna of known gain.
temporarily erected at a specified height (6 or l0 rnetre lreights
are conrmonly employed) connected to a calibrated signal
level / field strength meter - the antenna rotated in azimuth fol
sfongest signal level and a subjective qualitative observation
of the reception quality. All of this is written down
("certified") by the measurement person for initial transmittal
to the broadcaster who is trying to protect "his patch" and
eventual review by the regulator who must assess the
application for satellite service.

There is a similar procedure in the United States for
receiving the "national network programmes" via satellite.
With one major exception - individual measurement tests at
each home are not required (nor done). They accept that at
least l0% of the homes are badly situated, TV reception is not
good, and simply process the applications with only a minor
amount of bureaucracy. In fact the satellite TV provider (such
as Aurora in Australia) does it all - there is no regulatory
agency (FCC) involvement. It is quick, efficient, and sorneone
who wants to be connected to the networks through the "sky"

can often get service the very same day.
We are not there yet - this is a brand new trail with f-ew

sigtposts and no history to guide us.

Radio
line of
sight

two

TV signal
(a) - H'.
(b)

(c)

three

Home at 1 receives strong direct signal +
weaker reflected signal (ghost); home at 2
receives weak "scattered or refracted" signal

while home at 3 receives no signal

Gut to channel yagi of known gain
{typically 6-9 dB)

6 t o 1 0
metres
above
ground

rneter in dBuV

that at least some of the locations inside the visual and radio
"zones" will not, in fact, actually receive the signal levels the
station has predicted. Sometimes the regulators adopt a
"90/50" rule - that ninety percent of the receiving locations
inside of the drawn-on-paper coverage area will receive the
predicted signal levels 50% of the time. This is all very neat
andtidy - on paper. But it misses the reality that l0% of the
locations inside of the predicted coverage zone won't get a
usable signal even 507o of the time. Or that some of the 907o
who do get 50o/o service are not very happy the other 50% of
the time when the reception stinks.

Broadcasters who have licenses to transmit "exclusively"

over the coverage zones they have predicted on paper
zealously guard any intrusion into that zone by another station.

four

l4--



The

CABLE
Connection

IRD Power Supplies
Satellite receiver power supplies in a mature (i'e', not just

released) IRD are responsible for approximately 80% of the

shutdown failures (not related to software which is of course

another can of worms!). This suggests it would be nice if you

were reasonably familiar with the power supply functions and

have a basic understanding of when a power supply is the

cause of something that goes wrong.

Switch-mode power supplies are a family of designs which

have all but captured the IRD marketplace' Many of the power

supplies we nnA in IRDs are not even manufactured by the

lRb creator - he goes out into the marketplace and shops

around for the least expensive switch mode supply he can

locate.ThelRDcreatorishappiestwhenhelocatesanexisting
power supply, already in production, on its.own sub-circuit

toard thai can be simply dropped into his cabinet and plugged

into the IRD hardware'
Switch mode power supplies are available for a wide range

of input operating voltages (90 to 265, for example)' The

n.*.it UEb IRD, the single chip 700 series unit scheduled for

product ionre leaseinAugust ,c la imsi twi l lu t i l ise20wattsof
po*e. *hen operating at 220 VAC (50 hertz)' The earlier
'Panasat 

IRDs - from which the UECs descend - claimed 50

watts of power consumption. The amount of power consumed

is not criiical, but does relate to the amount of heat generated.

A satellite receiver, like a light bulb, creates heat and the

larger that consumption, the greater the heat' As we have noted

prwiously. heat has an adverse effect on electronic parts -

,o*. purtt change value (a 100 ohm resistor might become a

120 o'hm resistor when heated up) and those value changes

effect the way the circuits perform' Because an IRD depends

upon software to operate, temperature changes inside of an

IRD's case can (and does) change the way the software

functions. Often the best "cure" for an IRD that is acting

strangely is to tum it off for an hour, allow it to cool down to

room temperature, and then turn it back on again' All of this

says that when UEC (or anyone else) manages to lower the

po*., "ontumption from 50 watts (Panasat 520) to 20 watts

ilatest single Ib chip design), they have made a major stride

iowards improved system operational reliability' We compare

a sampling of satellite receivers and their power consumption

on the next Page.
fhe R:IOO free-to-air IRD from AV-COMM is a good

example of an IRD which either by design or good Iuck allows

the service personnel to correct for power supply problems

with a rninimum of time involved. The R3100 in this case had

developed what at first appeared to be a software problem; the

video would glitch, revert to a menu page and then go into

R31OO digi tal  IRD power supply is nest led along

side of chassis area, in i ts own (shielded)

compartment.  Shown with or iginal  power supply

instal led -  replacement ready to go in (above) '

The only sl ight ly tr icky part  -  feeding the plast ic

connectors through a almost-too-small slot on the

shield-wal l  separat ing the power supply from the
balance of the IRD'

diagonal lines with a pinkish hue. ln fact, it was a failure of the

power supply which after seven months of operation decided

to produce voltages other than was intended' Foftunatell"

notttittg was harmed in the IRD proper. The solution - change

out the power suPPlY.
The iase open, the power supply is easily identified by its

separate compartment and the circuit board that is isolated

(pirysically and electrically) from the balance of the IRD'

Suftty f"tt - of course you have unplugged the IRD from the

mains before oPening the toP.

Most power supply boards have four to six mounting screws

that attach them to the case proper' a slide off pair of finger

contacts for the AC mains order connection, and some quantlt)

of cords with plugs attached that carry the IRD operating

voltages from the power supply section to the mother board'

All of these have to be disconnected; the IRD operattng

voltage leads are released from plastic tie-down clips' wound

backwards to a narrow slot that allows the power lines to pass



Completed job -  to ta l  e lapsed t ime about  5 minutes.
With new power supply -  problem tota l ly  so lved.

through the shield between the power supply and the receiver
proper.

With every,thing disconnected, take out the mounting screws
(small Philips head) and carefully set them aside for use in
reinstalling the replacement board.

AV-COMM provided us with a replacement promptly upon
learning of our problern and it was an exact physical
replacement for the original. All four screws retightened, the
AC mains and secondary side leads remated and a smoke test.
The IRD prornptly came back up as if it had never had a
problem - even on the same satellite memory and programme
channel. It doesn't set much easier than that.

Brand Model Number AC watts
consumed

Grundig GDS2OO 230VAC.37w

Hyundai HSS-7OO 100-240VAC,30w

Pace DGT4OO/DVR5OO185-265VAC,45w

Pace MSSl00 (anal) 180-240VAC, l8w

Panasat 520 210-250VAC,50w

Panasat 630 188-264VAC,30w

SatCruiser DSR.1O1 100-240VAC.25w

Satech J J J 84-260VAC,30w

Scientific Atlanta D9223 90-264VAC,63w

Scientific Atlanta D9225 100-240VAC,63w

UEC 642 210-250VAC,30w

UEC 700 series 220VAC,20w

ln the March 5th issue -
) The Brave Face of PanAmSm(details of the
PAS-8 problems you will find no place else!)

a DVD Reaches Critical Mass
) I5 Hour VHS recorders

) How DVD rental u,orks - and what is paid

Subscription? See form on page 33, here

INFORMATION - Fax 64-9-406'1091

Nant High pqformance lout cost
DVB fre"e tit air digital receiasrs-

Hyundai HSS700 and HSS700A
HSS700 disital only with 1000 channel capacity,
excellent oir screen sraphics, fast operation, and

conversion at ouput to?A'L or NTSC,bothcolour and
scan rate! N6 more rolling on older style TVs!

HSS700A has the same features as the HSS700
with an additional32 step LT analogue receiver
built in. (No positioner) Introductory prices-

HSS700- $A550
HSS700A- $A650
Quantity discounts

available

For fulI details see our home page- www.lcristal.com.au
All prices in Austalian dollars ex-store in Townsville or Brisbane

Austalia plus freiglrt and sales tax if applicable.

, lofr tm;*" ' f f i f i :
Tel. 61 (0)7 478ss902 Fax. 61 (0)7 47888906

Also available from DALSAT Brisbane
Ph 61 (0)7 32646573, Fax6l (0)7 32646539

www.kristal.com.au kristal@ultra.net.au

AS LOW'AS US$47.17 per month

when taken for'1"2 consecutive

months and paid for arltrgally.

( one-eighth page space )

OR - ll4th page space

as loril as US$72.57 gnt month

when taken for12 consecutive

monpp'end paid for annually.



Receivers and Errata

NDS encrypted

FTA (global beam)

Feeds-FTA SCPC

Asia-Europe I'eeds-FTA SCPC

FTA (Adult 2l Sat l5.30UTC])/east

Sky News 24 hr, sport. t-eeds FTA?

Testing, also try 26(.000)

FTA. 2 audio channels l

FTA
)owVu typ CA; Kermit temp FTA

FTA (may be ofT air?)

PowerVu CIA

PowVu CA

Tests, promos. some FTA

FTA national service

FTA

FTAI diltcult to load

lrdeto CA

Irdeto CA

FTA

FTA - rnay be only tesl

FTA (seen Australia)

FTA

FTA (mainland only beam)

FTA

FTA SCPC

FTA SCPC]

FTA SCPC

FTA - #l Chinese. #2 Mongolran

FTA SCPC

Mostly CA SCPC. some FTA

Some FTA SCPC

Some FTA SCPC'

FTA SCPC

FTA SCPC

FTA SCPC

FTA SCPC

FTA SCPC

NDSDVS2I I CA (ch.3. occ. FT.A.)

PowVu CA-very poor signal level

FTA I video ch: ZakNet data CA

NDS CA (Pace DVS2I I )

NDS CA (Pace DVS2I I  )

FTA SCPC

FTA SCPC

FTA SCPC

FTA SCPC

BIRD Service RF/IF &
Polarity

# Program
Channels

FEC Msym

I703/57E Sky News
(BSkyB feed)

4187/963R
4140/ l0 l0R

I
I

3t4
314

5(.632)
s(.632)

Occ. feeds 405s/l 095L l + 3t4 27(.s00)

CNBC 4018/ r  l32L l 3t4 6(.000)

CNBC 3?95/1355L I 2t3 6(.000)

1104t66E, TV5. Adult 2l 4055/1 095R 3t4 27(.500)

Sky News + 3805/l  345R 4 3t4 22(.520)

PA54/68.5E Nickelodeon + 414711003H I reported v2 24(.000)

BBC 1743t1407H 5 314 21 (.800)

CCTV 37 t6/t434H u p t o 6 3/4 l  9(.850)

Ap2/16E HMark/Kermt 3720tr430H 4 5/6 29(.270)

Baccarat 3836/13 l4H 3t4 3( .184y6( .111

TVB-8 + 3849/ t30 tH 3/4 r3(.238)

Disney 3 880/r 270H 3 ) /o 28( .125)

AXNI 3920il230H u p t o 8 7/8 28(.340)

Vietnam t2.696V I 3t4 3(.5 r 6)

Thcm3/78.58 ITC 3s69/l 58 r H I 314 l 0(.200)

MRTV 3666/t484H I ztJ 4(.442)

UTV 3920il230H o 3/4 26(.662)

UTV/MCOT 3880/1270H 8 )t+ 27(.s00)

NIahar./DDl 3600/l  550H u p t o S 3/4 26(.662)

Myanmar TV 3666/l  484H I 3t4 4(.442)

TV Maldives 34t2/t738V t/2 6(.3 l2)

Thai  Global  + )42s/1725V u p t o T 213 27(.s00)

As2/100.5E Chinese Tests t2.295.329H ITV each 2 / 3 , l / 2 6(. l 03/.930)

(# l ) Euro Bouquet 4000/r l  50H 6TV.l2r t/4 28( .125)

Hubei/HBT\/ 3854/1296H 3/4 4( .41  8)

Hunan/SRTC 3847/ r i03H 3t4 4( .418)

Guan./GDTV 3840/l  3 I  0H 3/4 4( .418)

Inn Mongolia 3828il322H z 3t4 4(.4 r 8)

APTN A-O 3799/ l35rH 314 5(.63 l)

WTN Jer/Lon 3790/1360H 3t4 5(.63 1 )

WTN/Reuters 3775/t375H 3/4 5( .63 l  )

Reuters M-E 3770/ I  380H 3t4 5(.632)

Liaoning/Svc2 37341t416H 3/4 4(.418)

Jiangxi/JXTV 3727n423H 3/4 4(.4 r 8)

Fujian/SETV 3'120/430H 3t4 4(.418)

Quinghai  TV 371311437H 3t4 4 (  4 1 8 )

Henen /lVlain 37061t444H 3t4 4(.41 8)

As2/100.5E Sky Racing 4020/l l35v U2 r8(.000)

EMTV 4006/l l44v lTV.2radio 3/4 s(.632)

KIBC 3940/ l2r0v lTV.4  da ta zt) 26(.6ss)

STAR/ISkyB 3900/1250vl9TYwl3744 7/8 26(.845)

BSkyB 3865/ I  285V 8+ 7/8 26(.845)

HeiLongJiang 3834/r 3 l 6V 3t4 4 ( 4 t 8 )

JSTV 382711323V 3t4 4(.41 8)

Shaanxi/QQQ 38 l  3/1 337V 3/4 4( .418)

Guang GXTV 3806/ I  344V 3/4 4( .418)



BIRD Service RF/IF &
Polarity

# Program
Channels

FEC Msym

(As2/100.5E) Fashion TV 3796t3 54V 3/4 2( 533)

Eastern TV 3785/365V 3/4 r 8(.000)

Myawady TV 3766t384V 't /8 s(.080)

STAR/ISkyB 37 44/ 406V 35TVw/3900 7/8 26( 84s)

star TV Sports 3700t450V 5 3/4 27(.500)

Gz 25/1038 STS TV 3720/430R 314 6(.500)

Cakl / l07. lE lndovision
S- band

2.s36. ( .s66.
.s96,2.626)

up to 8 per
transponder

5/6 20(.000)

Sinoat l / l l0E TVB Jade 4t06t 1044v 2/3 4(.443)

c2M/r13E TPI 4194/956V 314 6(.700)

TV Indosiar 4073/077v 3t4 6(.500)

Mega TV 3780t370V 5? 3t4 27(.s00)

C Net Taiwan 37601390H 10TV. 10 r 5/6 21( .091)

RCTI 3473/677H 3t4 8( 000)

API/138E Reuters 3732/t4t8\ 3 t4 5( 632)

Reuters 3742t408V 3/4 5(.632)

Taiwan Bql 3800/350H u p t o S 3t4 26( 697)

MTV 3 860/290V I 3/4 3( 000)

Laos Nat. TV 3924t226V I 3/4 2(.522)

CNNI 3980/ I 70V 2+ 3/4 26(.000)

Optus 83/156 Aurora I  2 .595V l 7 + , 2 l +  r a d . 3/4 30( 000)

Aurora t2.407v 17+.21+ rad. 2t3 30(.000)

Austar/Foxtel r2 438(.564.
.626. 688)

45+TV. t2
radio

3/4 29(.473)

Optus Bl/160 Sky NZ I 2.39 I ,(4 l  8)v ISTV 3t4 22( 500)

lmparja feed t2.367H I 3t4 s(.424)

PAS.8iI66E NHK Joho 4065/l  085H 5 TV. l radio Jl4 26(.470)

Cal BqVPAS8 3940n2t0H 3 o r 4 T V 7t8 27(.686)

PAS-2i I69E GWN Perth t2.265V 6TV, 7 radio v2 r6(.200)

Telstra Bend. 12.300v 2 v2 21(.997)

Yumin/Taiwn t2.325V l + 3t4 8(.888)

ABC
lnterchange

12.629, (.638.
.646)V

I TV each 3t4 6(.980)

Mediasat 12.655V ITV t /2  &3t4 6(.610)

(#21 HK PowVu 4148/1002v u p t o 8 2t3 24(.430)

(#3) NBC HK 4093/1057V 5 typical 3t4 2e(.473)

JET Singapore 3962/l I 88V 2 v2 l3(.740)

Feeds 3942/t208Y I  o r 2 2/3 7(.497)

ESPN USA 3860/1290V 7TV,2 data 7 t8 26(.470)

(#4) Middle Easl 3778^372V 3t4 l3(.33 r)

Service I 376 l /1389V 3t4 6(.620)

(BBC temp ) BBC + TFC 374311407\ 5 3/4 2r(.800)

(#s) CCTVPowVU 37t611434'l 5 typical 3t4 r 9(.850)

Feeds 4189/96rH I  o r 2 7t8 6(.600)

TCS-Singrp. 4183t967H 2 y2 6(.620\

Feeds 4138/r0 l2H 3t4 6(.620)

(#1t NHK Joho 4035/l  I  l5H 5TV. I radio 3t4 26(.470)

CNNI HK 3996t1154H ITV 3t4 9(.998)

Feeds 396'iltt83H l + ztJ 6(.6r 8)

PAS-2 feeds 3939^2ttH 2 (NrSC) 2t3 6(.620t7.498)

(#8) Cal PowVu 390U1249H u p t o S 3t4 30(.800)

Receivers & Errata

Temp FTA- see notes p. 6 Jan

PowVu CA -#5 FTA; 6ff-n;11r

FTA SCPC - diftcult

NDS CA (Pace DVS2I I  I

NDS CA (Pace DVS2I I  )

Pgming +7hrs Mosc6rv

RCA/Thomsom [RD. Now more
dependable operation

FTA SCPc-dificult to load

FTA SCPC

FTA SCPC, maynot be permanent

unknown encryption fbrmat

all TV no'*'CA

FTA SCPC

FTA SCPC

FTA SCPC

FTA MC'PC

FTA SCPC]

FTA SCPC

CNN FTA

CA. $50 smart card reouired

CA. $50 snrart card required

DGT400 CA except #29
(TVSN)

NDS CA. 12.391 nrinrarv

may be temp tbed to Aurora

rcA (D9234)..4 FTA

rnixed CA + FTA (EWTN)

PowVu CA (D9234\

PowVu typ. CA (D9223 onll )

reported FTA-China beam

format PowVu. nominally FTA:
except 0000-0400UTC wkdays

FTA. occassional service. feeds

PowVu, mostly CA. some FT.A

Philips mux tbrmat FTA

PowVu CA

FTA occ. feeds

PowVu CA: avoid #8.9 w/92231

FTA -hard to load

occ feeds, FTA SCPC

PowVu; CA and FTA (BBC#3)

FTA (# pgm chs varies)

Test cards. mav be feeds

PowVu FTA"/sig reported down?

FTA SCPC

I CA (D9234), 4 FT.A, to 30/04/99

FTA - occasional feeds

FTA - occasional t'eeds

FTA (NBA, shunle-typ NTSC)

Some CA, some FTA ( NTSC)


